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Name_______________________________________________________

1. Jan must (rush)                                        to catch the bus.

2. The (jet)                                              landed at the airport.

3. Can you climb the (steps)                                                 ?

SYNONYM PRE/POST

Write a synonym for each word.

1. small

2. quick

3. tug

4. grin

5. big

6. shut

Complete each sentence with a synonym for the word in
parentheses ( ).
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Name_______________________________________________________

Please throw the ball.            Please toss the ball.

jump     night      fixed      shut

A synonym is a word that has about
the same meaning as another word.

Write the synonym for the underlined word in each sentence.
Use the words in the box.

1. Did you close the door?

2. Ted and Tom leap over the log.

3. Sid repaired his car.

4. Last evening we watched a movie.

Rewrite the sentence with a synonym for the underlined word.

The game starts soon.
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Name_______________________________________________________

under

tune

mighty

over

remain

auto

blossom

cheerful

SEAL SYNONYMS

Choose a word from the box that is a synonym for the word on
the seal.  Write the correct word in each blank.

strong stay above below song car happy flower
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Name_______________________________________________________
SCRUMPTIOUS SCOOPS

spin

twist

sob

cry

down

noisy

loud

in

out

toss

throw

nice

kind

raise

lift

up

If the words on the scoops are synonyms, color the scoop pink.
If they are not synonyms, color the scoop brown.




